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Translation is the transfer of meaning from one set of language signs to another set 
of language signs. It is a linguistic practice as well as an activity of cross-cultural 
communication. Because of the great differences between English and Chinese in 
terms of culture and expression and the different translation standards for different 
types of texts, it is equally important for the translator to do the pre-translation 
preparations, to apply different translation skills and to revise the translated text. 
  In this thesis, the author translates the second part of Chinese Leadership and 
analyses the translation skills in detail. This thesis is divided into four chapters: 
Chapter One is the introduction part, including the rationale for the text selection, a 
brief introduction to the authors and the pre-translation preparations made by the 
author. Chapter Two is the source text and the translated version of the second part of 
Chinese Leadership. Chapter Three is an analysis of the translation skills used by the 
author in terms of lexicology, syntax and discourse. In the lexical level, the author 
illustrates four translation skills, i.e. the application of Chinese four-character idioms, 
semantic transformation, semantic preference and semantic explanation; in the 
syntactic level, four main translation skills are covered, i.e. sequential, reversing, 
splitting and back translation; in the discourse level, the author illustrates the 
influence of the context to the translation by way of examples; last but not least, the 
author exemplifies the revision of the translated text with detailed analysis. Chapter 
Four is the conclusion part, in which the author concludes the content of the whole 
thesis. 
  This thesis takes the translation of the second part of Chinese Leadership as a study 
case and comes to the conclusion that the translation of informative texts should 
follow the principles of “accuracy, smooth and coherence”, that the translator should 
flexibly use various translation skills to practice the above-mentioned principles, and 
that a qualified translator should be one with language competence, a sufficient 
knowledge of the respective cultures and the subject matter and high responsibility. 
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陶冶情操。故笔者将 Chinese Leadership 一书选为待翻译的项目。 
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